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Executive Summary

About AccountantsIQ
AccountantsIQ was established in 2014 by Chartered Accountant, Certified Financial Planner and qualified
maths teacher, Bronny Speed and works with licensed accountants on the provision of quality, compliant
SMSF advice. AccountantsIQ also provides consulting services to Chartered Accountants Australia New
Zealand (CA ANZ) in the Financial Advice Policy Advisory area.
Bronny Speed has built a highly visible industry profile and has an extensive network of contacts including
but not limited to regulators, standard setters, industry, media and members of professional associations.
In preparing this submission on the proposed education pathways, AccountantsIQ consulted with its clients
and other industry practitioners (mostly members of Chartered Accountants Australia and New Zealand),
education providers, professional associations, and financial planners. We sought feedback, views, queries,
opinions and concerns in relation to the proposed education pathways and we set these out, along with our
own, in this document.
Support for FASEA’s government mandate
AccountantsIQ welcomed the Professional Standards of Financial Advisers Act which enshrined in law the
requirement for financial advisers to hold a degree. AccountantsIQ also fully supports FASEA’s government
mandate to:
•
•
•
•

Increase the trust and confidence of the (retail) consumer in the financial advice sector
Improve standards to better serve the public
Create a true financial advice profession
Create an underpinning body of knowledge to support the above.

This position is also endorsed broadly by our clients.
AccountantsIQ’s submission
In this submission, AccountantsIQ advocates on behalf of its accounting clients, prospective accounting
clients as well as specific financial advisers who are all relevant providers.
The submission addresses the following areas of interest to FASEA:
•
•
•
•
•

Feedback on the proposed education pathway for existing advisers with a ‘related’ degree in
particular those who are members of CA ANZ or CPA Australia and hold ‘related’ degrees and
‘related’ post graduate qualifications
Feedback on the proposed education pathway for certain existing advisers with no degree
Feedback on the proposed qualification requirements for other categories of advisers
Feedback on non-traditional financial planners
Impact on the public outcome

The submission also includes the results of AccountantsIQ’s poll which shows strong belief in recognition of
further study, experience, ongoing CPD and Codes of Ethics within the industry.
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AccountantsIQ’s key recommendations
The submission makes the following key recommendations to FASEA:

AccountantsIQ’s recommendation no. 1:
Recognition by FASEA that Chartered Accountants (CA) who have a ‘related’ degree at AQF 7 (or
equivalent) and ‘related’ post graduate qualifications at AQF 8 (the CA program) should be exempt from
any further study, except for the proposed compulsory exam.

AccountantsIQ’s recommendation no. 2:
Recognition by FASEA that Certified Practising Accountants (CPA) who have a ‘related’ degree at AQF 7
(or equivalent) and ‘related’ post graduate qualifications, being the CPA program, should be exempt
from any further study, except for the proposed compulsory exam.

AccountantsIQ’s recommendation no. 3:
AccountantsIQ strongly recommends that FASEA exempt a CA and/or CPA who has completed ‘related’
degrees, approved ‘related’ post graduate qualifications and demonstrable financial advice experience
from any further study, other than the compulsory exam.

AccountantsIQ’s recommendation no. 4:
AccountantsIQ recommends that both certain categories of advisers without degrees should be
exempt from further study and only have to complete the proposed exam.

AccountantsIQ’s recommendation no. 5 :
AccountantsIQ recommends that FASEA expand the list of approved degrees by both the number of
institutions offering approved qualifications as well as the number of approved major/areas of
specialisation.
FASEA must recognise that not all financial advisers provide traditional personal financial advice and, as
such, must be catered for separately with an appropriate education pathway and recognition of their
different knowledge and competencies
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2
2.1

AccountantsIQ Pty Ltd
About us

AccountantsIQ was established in 2014 by Chartered Accountant, Certified Financial Planner and qualified
maths teacher, Bronny Speed, who recognised the need for accountants to be supported under the new
licensing regime – in obtaining a licence, producing client-friendly advice templates, maintaining technical
competency and meeting regulatory requirements whilst working under an AFSL, limited or otherwise.
Its primary offering is a comprehensive Self-Managed Super Fund (SMSF) solution which was specifically
developed for accountants who have obtained an AFSL – limited or otherwise – who wish to retain
independence and control of their practice as they move into the licensed advice world.
AccountantsIQ also offers bespoke consulting services, principally advising licensed accountants on the
provision of quality, compliant SMSF advice, quickly, efficiently and profitably.
Our partners
AccountantsIQ provides consulting services to Chartered Accountants Australia New
Zealand (CA ANZ) in the Financial Advice Policy Advisory area. This includes
assistance with policy development, member advocacy and member support for
accountants who provide financial advice.
AccountantsIQ partnered with Thomson Reuters to develop the Statement of
Advice package available through the Cleardocs platform and continues to work on
the maintenance and enhancement of this offering.
AccountantsIQ partners with Heffron (Australia’s leading independently owned
SMSF technical specialist) to enable its clients to maintain and enhance their SMSF
competence and expertise with ongoing technical support and training.
SMART Compliance assists AccountantsIQ’s clients with the management of their
AFSL, in particular through its online risk management and compliance solution for
Responsible Officers and AFSL representatives.

2.2

AccountantsIQ’s industry profile

AccountantsIQ’s Founding Director, Bronny Speed, has built a highly visible industry profile and has an
extensive network of contacts including but not limited to regulators, standard setters, industry, media and
members of professional associations.
Throughout her career, Bronny has leveraged her thought leadership skills to bring advice to the fore with
both internal and external stakeholders. Additionally, she has been an active contributor to industry bodies
such as CA ANZ, the FPA, CPA Australia, SMSF Association and Kaplan (formerly The Securities Institute) in a
range of activities from conference organisation to advocacy and representation at government level.
She has also been a regular media contributor throughout her career.
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2.3

AccountantsIQ in the media

As outlined above, Bronny Speed has been a regular media contributor and unsurprisingly her opinion has
been sought regularly in relation to the proposed education pathways as demonstrated below.
AccountantsIQ’s media coverage in relation to the proposed reforms
'A slap in the face': Big backlash to more mandatory training continues
SMSF Adviser magazine | 15 June 2018
Consultants to accountants and advisers are finding their clients are increasingly
considering exiting SMSF advice, on the basis they will have to spend thousands to
complete training they’ve already done…
Read more >
Advisers, accountants up for thousands with new rules
SMSF Adviser magazine | 14 June 2018
Accountants and advisers are unlikely to escape paying thousands to comply with
incoming mandatory education requirements, even if they’re only providing limited SMSF
services, prompting serious concerns that the current guidance is not fit for purpose...
Read more >
Financial advice standards: the next hurdle
Acuity magazine | June 2018
Proposed new educational standards for financial advisers risk forcing some older
advisers out of the industry. This article provides insight into the issue from Chartered
Accountants ANZ, educators and CAs...
Read more >
New education standards for financial advisers in Australia
Acuity magazine | April 2018
CAs are concerned that the proposed education standards will not give appropriate
recognition to their qualifications, experience, & ethics. In this article, Bronny Speed
weighs in...
Read more >
Accountants’ ‘extensive’ knowledge brushed over in new laws
Accountants Daily | 21 March 2018
Mandatory new education requirements for accountants providing advice have been
slammed for dismissing accountants’ years of training and making limited distinction
between accountants and financial planners.
Read more >
CA ANZ moves to boost advice services
Accountants Daily | 27 November 2017
Chartered Accountants Australia and New Zealand (CA ANZ) has appointed the founder of
an advice and SMSF services firm as senior policy adviser. Bronny Speed, who leads
AccountantsIQ, began earlier this month. She is a financial planner and chartered
accountant.
Read more >
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2.4

AccountantsIQ’s key personnel

Bronny Speed
Founding Director – AccountantsIQ
Since the establishment of AccountantsIQ, Bronny has worked with accountants on a daily basis and as
such, has a deep understanding of their current challenges around the new financial advice rules in the
ASIC environment such as:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Protecting the AFSL and ensuring compliance
The distinction between the types of advice requiring a licence (or not)
Preparedness for ASIC surveillance
Preparation of compliant advice documents (and templates)
Staying abreast of regulatory changes
Fulfilling requirements of industry standards (Financial Advice Register (FAR), Tax Practitioners
Board (TPB)
Making advice profitable in the new regulatory environment

Professional Qualifications
• Bachelor of Education (South Australian College of Advanced Education)
• Graduate Diploma of Accounting (Flinders University)
• Chartered Accountant (CA ANZ)
• Certified Financial Planner (FPA)
Background
Bronny is a Chartered Accountant, Certified Financial Planner and a qualified maths teacher. She has over
27 years’ experience in the accountancy and advice professions and possesses outstanding industry
knowledge across fund managers, regulators, dealer groups, platform providers, small business owners,
accountancy practices as well as individual advisers.
She also has extensive experience running AFSLs and consulting to AFSL licence holders.
Bronny also has a track record of mentoring less experienced professionals, having established the ‘Mercer
Mentoring Program’ which led to State and national financial advice awards. She also mentors less
experienced accountants in their own businesses on career development and pathways to financial advice.
Career Summary
2013 - present

Founding Director – AccountantsIQ Pty Ltd

Nov 2017 - present

Senior Policy Adviser, Financial Advisory Services – CA ANZ

2009 – 2015

Director and Head of Advice – AdviceIQ Partners Pty Ltd

2004 – 2008

Chief Financial Adviser – Mercer (Australia) Pty Ltd

2000 – 2003

General Manager, Financial Planning – Bridgeport - Adviser & Asset Managers

1998 – 2000

National Manager – Adviser, Accountant & Researcher Services – AM Corporation

1996 – 1998

Director/Senior Adviser – Sanderson Blair Pty Ltd

1990 – 1996

Chartered Accountant/Adviser – Giles & Giles (now William Buck)
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Andrea Manson
General Manager – Marketing, Business Development & Communications, AccountantsIQ
Andrea is a senior marketing and business development resource with over 16 years in professional
services (financial services & technology).
After having consulted with AccountantsIQ for nearly 2 years, Bronny asked Andrea to join the business in
2017 in a broader marketing and business development capacity.
At AccountantsIQ, she is charged with driving digital initiatives that improve efficiencies and
communication, whilst at the same time enhancing AccountantsIQ’s client experience. In relation to
AccountantsIQ’s consulting role at CA ANZ, Andrea works proactively with Bronny Speed in direct support
of the advocacy, thought leadership and member practice support areas of the role of Senior Policy Adviser
– Financial Advisory Services.
Professional Qualifications
• Bachelor of Science (Hons) (University of Tasmania)
• Graduate Diploma of Applied Finance & Investment (Securities Institute of Australia)
Background
Having spent over 5 years in Chief Marketing Officer roles, Andrea has a track record in the development
and execution of marketing, communication and brand strategy. She has done considerable work in the
research and production of thought leadership materials, having spent over 7 years working with subject
matter experts to research, collate and draft thought leadership materials in support of company goals.
Career Summary
Sep 2017 - present

GM – Marketing, Business Development & Communications – AccountantsIQ

Nov 2017 - present

Senior Policy Adviser, Financial Advisory Services – CA ANZ

Sep 2016 – Jun 2017

Senior Commercial Officer – AME Research

2015 – 2016

National Marketing Manager – Smartline Mortgages

2011 - 2016

Marketing Manager, Myriad IT; Business Development Manager – Australia Ratings

1998 – 2010

Sales Associate, Client Business Management – Standard & Poor’s
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3

AccountantsIQ’s consultation process

3.1

Industry consultation

In preparing this submission on the proposed education pathways, AccountantsIQ consulted with its clients
and other industry practitioners (mostly members of Chartered Accountants Australia and New Zealand),
education providers, professional associations, and financial planners.
We sought feedback, views, queries, opinions and concerns in relation to the proposed education pathways
and we set these out, along with our own, in this document.
AccountantsIQ acts in a consulting capacity as Senior Policy Adviser – Financial Advisory Services at
Chartered Accountants ANZ (CA ANZ) and through this role has had the opportunity to engage with a wide
network of accountants.
It is important to note, however, that the information and views expressed in this submission are the views
of AccountantsIQ only.

3.2

AccountantsIQ’s thought leadership on the proposed education reforms

Reflective of its industry profile, AccountantsIQ has been proactive in understanding the issues that the
proposed reforms pose for accountants who provide financial advice.
Every day, in the course of our business, AccountantsIQ works with accountants who provide advice to help
them navigate the challenges of providing financial advice in the licensed world. As such, we have a unique
perspective on the:
•
•
•

Challenges of regulation and the provision of financial advice
Practical implications for accountants of the proposed education reforms
Ramifications for the accounting industry as a whole

In order to assist our clients, partners and industry contacts understand the developments and key issues of
the proposal, we have released a number of thought leadership articles reflective of the information
available at the time.
These have been a valuable tool for us to begin discussions and gain feedback as part of our consultation
process.
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AccountantsIQ’s thought leadership articles examining the implications of the proposed reforms for
accountants
Hey FASEA – please listen!
Self Managed Super magazine | July 2018 (submitted for publication)
This article addresses the issue of FASEA’s perceived lack of recognition of accountancy
qualifications, demonstrated financial advice experience and the importance of relevant and
practical study.

What do FASEA's proposed education reforms mean for accountants who provide financial
advice?
AccountantsIQ | 14 June 2018
AccountantsIQ explains what FASEA's proposed reforms currently recognise, where further
clarification is needed and how much additional study accountants may be required to do...
Read more >
Hey FASEA! How about considering this?!
AccountantsIQ |20 April 2018
AccountantsIQ explains the issues for accountants and the position we will take in our
submission to FASEA on its proposed education guidelines.
Read more >
FASEA on the right track… with a few steps yet to go!
AccountantsIQ | 20 March 2018
AccountantsIQ welcomes today’s news from FASEA that a ‘related degree’ now includes
accounting…
Read more >
Speed up next FASEA Release!
AccountantsIQ | 12 February 2018
AccountantsIQ is eagerly awaiting the release of FASEA’s Consultation Framework seeking
stakeholder views on the practical application of its proposed guidance for adviser
qualifications. In this article we examine key concerns for accountants practising in the
advice space and highlight what happens next.
Read more >

3.3

AccountantsIQ’s poll

AccountantsIQ established a poll on its website and encouraged its clients and business contacts to
participate. As part of the voting process, participants were provided with the opportunity to submit
comments and feedback in relation to the proposed guidance.
The poll reflected AccountantsIQ’s views as set out in our thought leadership articles and asked:

Do you agree with AccountantsIQ that, as a minimum, FASEA should consider further
study, experience, ongoing CPD and Codes of Ethics as ‘post-graduate qualifications’?

The results of AccountantsIQ’s poll are set out in section 5.6.
AccountantsIQ Pty Ltd, Suite 21, Level 2, 8 Hill St, Surry Hills, NSW, 2010
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3.4

Consultation areas about which FASEA seeks feedback

AccountantsIQ notes that FASEA is seeking feedback on the practical application of the proposed standards
and in particular:
•
•
•

4

Feedback on proposed guidance - Feedback on any aspect of the proposed standard and its
practical application
Feedback on pathways - Are the proposed education pathways appropriate for each type of
adviser?
Feedback on public outcome - Do you think increased education standards will assist in providing
higher quality advice? Do you think these education pathways meet the expectations of
consumers?

Support for FASEA’s government mandate

AccountantsIQ welcomed the Professional Standards of Financial Advisers Act which enshrined in law the
requirement for financial advisers to hold a degree.
AccountantsIQ also fully supports FASEA’s government mandate to:
•
•
•
•

Increase the trust and confidence of the (retail) consumer in the financial advice sector
Improve standards to better serve the public
Create a true financial advice profession
Create an underpinning body of knowledge to support the above.

We note that FASEA’s intention is to achieve this through:
•
•
•
•
•

Education – to improve the minimum education levels of financial Advisers
Standards – an exam to ensure that all advisers meet minimum additional education set by FASEA
A Code of Ethics – to increase professionalism
Mandatory ongoing professional development requirements to ensure standards remain high
Development of the practical skills of advisers through a professional year/mentoring framework

AccountantsIQ fully supports FASEA’s government mandate and intentions. This position is also endorsed
broadly by our clients.
AccountantsIQ notes that new standards apply to relevant providers as defined in the Corporations Act.
In this submission, AccountantsIQ will be advocating on behalf of its accounting clients, prospective
accounting clients as well as specific financial advisers who are who are all relevant providers.
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5
5.1

Existing advisers who are members of CA ANZ or CPA Australia have ‘related’
degrees and ‘related’ post graduate qualifications
Feedback on the proposed education pathway for existing advisers with a ‘related’ degree

Based on the proposed guidance, despite having completed accounting requirements and the requirements
prescribed by ASIC in order to hold or operate under an AFSL, Accountants who practice in financial advice
are recognised to date by FASEA solely as holders of a ‘related’ degree.
Consider the below diagram which AccountantsIQ has developed for CAs (which can be easily
superimposed onto other professional backgrounds):

Above the dotted line:
Clarification from FASEA is required to understand whether those with an overseas degree plus post
graduate studies or an ‘unrelated’ degree plus ‘related’ post graduate studies would be considered as
holding a ‘related’ degree. AccountantsIQ addresses this in section 5.2 below.
Below the dotted line:
The proposed education pathways do not currently recognise the further study, experience, ongoing CPD
and Codes of Ethics (CA ANZ/CPA Australia, Tax Practitioners Board) required in order to be a CA or CPA.
Further, they do not recognise the further study, experience, ongoing CPD and additional Codes of Ethics
required to be a CA or CPA who provides financial advice and/or has a financial planning specialisation.
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5.2

Chartered Accountants (CAs)

45 years of strict academic requirements for entry to Chartered Accountants (CA) program
CA ANZ is well known for its strict and rigorous process for the assessment of ‘degree equivalence’ for the
purposes of admission into to its education program and membership.
Members holding degrees in other disciplines have reached ‘degree equivalent’ status by completing an
Australian or New Zealand qualification at least at Bachelor’s degree level (AQF 7), as well as post graduate
studies (often in the major areas of specialisations recognised by FASEA).
Applicants for the CA Program who hold an overseas degree must submit their academic documents to CA
ANZ for a full qualification assessment. Via this assessment, CA ANZ will confirm if the overseas degree is
recognised by the Australian Government’s National Office of Overseas Qualification Recognition (NOOSR)
guidelines as at least equivalent to an Australian Bachelor’s degree. If this is not the case, the application
for CA Program entry is declined and the applicant referred to complete an Australian/NZ degree.

The degree requirement was introduced by CA ANZ (or the Institute of Chartered Accountants Australia, as
it was then known) in 1972 and as such, has been a requirement for entry to the CA program for 45 years.

High level of overlap between CA ANZ competency areas and FASEA approved ‘related’ disciplines
As outlined above, since 1972, new CA ANZ members have been required to meet the same strict academic
entry requirements as follows:
1. Must hold an Australian or New Zealand qualification at least at Bachelor’s degree level (or CA
ANZ approved equivalent) AND
2. Must have passed subjects in CA ANZ’s required 11 competency areas:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Accounting systems & processes
Financial accounting & reporting
Audit & assurance
Business law
Economics
Finance & financial management

•
•
•
•
•

Management accounting
Taxation
Ethics
Information technology
Quantitative methods

AccountantsIQ notes the high level of overlap of the 11 CA ANZ competency areas with the areas deemed by
FASEA (in the updated guidance released in March 2018) to be acceptable majors or specialisations for
recognition as holding a ‘related’ degree. i.e. Accounting, Finance, Tax, Law and Economics.
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CA Program is TEQSA recognised as a post graduate qualification at AQF 8
The CA program consists of the following subjects:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Taxation
Audit and Assurance
Financial accounting and reporting
Management accounting and applied finance
Capstone – this module is the final chapter of the CA Program, to further develop ethics
training and other skills needed to progress in the business world with professionalism and
confidence.

In addition, candidates are required to undertake three years of mentored practical experience in
‘approved’ employment which is recognised when candidates are:
1. Working in a relevant accounting role with an Approved or Recognised Training Employer
2. Working for at least 17.5 hours per week for a period of three months or longer
3. Under the guidance of a recognised and CA ANZ approved mentor

The CA Program is recognised as a higher education award at Australian Qualification Framework (AQF) 8
Graduate Diploma by the Australian Higher Education Authorities (formerly state based Higher Education
departments, replaced in 2011 with the current national Tertiary Education Quality Standards Agency –
TEQSA).

It stands alone as being TEQSA recognised and a post graduate qualification in its own right under the AQF
regime, however, it is not currently recognised by FASEA as a ‘related’ post graduate qualification.

AccountantsIQ is firmly of the view that members of CA ANZ hold both ‘related’ degrees AND post graduate
qualifications. As borne out during our consultation process, this view is widely shared by our clients and
industry participants more generally.

AccountantsIQ’s recommendation no. 1:
Recognition by FASEA that Chartered Accountants (CAs) who have a ‘related’ degree at AQF 7 (or
equivalent) and ‘related’ post graduate qualifications at AQF 8 (the CA program) should be exempt
from any further study, except for the proposed compulsory exam.
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5.3

Certified Practising Accountants (CPAs)

Well-defined process for entrance to the CPA Program
Like CA ANZ, CPA Australia has a well-defined and robust process for the assessment of degree equivalence
for the purposes of admission into to its education program and membership.
CPA Australia requires that those who hold a degree qualification that is not in accounting demonstrate the
knowledge and acumen needed to complete the CPA Program through the completion of foundation
exams.
CPA Program
The CPA Program itself requires the completion of four compulsory subjects, two electives and 3 years of
practical experience. The compulsory subjects are as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Ethics & governance
Financial reporting
Strategic management accounting
Global strategy & leadership

In addition, candidates are required to undertake three years of practical experience through employment
with a recognised employment partner or other relevant work.

AccountantsIQ’s recommendation no. 2:
Recognition by FASEA that Certified Practising Accountants (CPAs) who have a ‘related’ degree at AQF
7 (or equivalent) and ‘related’ post graduate qualifications, being the CPA program, should be exempt
from any further study, except for the proposed compulsory exam.

5.4

Demonstrated financial advice study, experience, CPD and ethics

Whilst CAs and CPAs have done extensive studies in ‘related’ major areas of specialisation outlined by
FASEA, accountants working in financial advice have also done further studies to obtain RG146 status
and be listed on ASIC’s Financial Adviser Register (FAR).
Examples of this additional study includes:
•
•
•
•

RG 146 courses
Financial planning qualifications e.g. Diploma or post graduate diploma in Financial Planning
Certified Financial Planner (from FPA)
Specialisations e.g. CA ANZ Financial Planning or SMSF Specialist, SMSF Specialist Adviser from
SMSF Association

Additionally, ASIC approved CPD must be maintained in order to remain on the register and in many
cases, additional Codes of Ethics must be adhered to.

FASEA’s objective is to “raise the education, training and ethical standards of financial advisers to improve
trust and confidence”.
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Consider the following diagram which clearly illustrates how both CAs and CPAs have the majority of the
elements that FASEA proposes to implement to achieve its goal:

5.5

Practical application & impact on the public outcome

Proposed study requirements
Under FASEA’s current proposal, an accountant who is an existing adviser who holds a ‘related’ degree
without ‘related post graduate’ studies will be required to complete 3 post graduate level university
subjects (approx. 120 hours each) in the following areas:
1. The Corporations Act (emphasis on Chapter 7 – Financial Services and Markets
2. The FASEA Code of Ethics and
3. Behavioural Finance: Client and Consumer Behaviour, Engagement and Decision Making
However, an accountant who is an existing adviser who holds a ‘related’ degree with ‘related post
graduate’ studies, will be required to complete 1 university level subject (approx. 120 hours), currently
proposed to be the FASEA Code of Ethics (our suggested format for that subject is outlined below).
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Accountants are highly respected professionals with an important role to play in the financial planning
profession
Accountants (CAs and CPAs) have undertaken a great deal of study to achieve their professional status
and are well known for maintaining high ethical and professional standards whether they work in
business or practice.

“We don’t know exactly what FASEA wants in terms of education, ethics, professionalism and levels of
ongoing training required. BUT – we do know that the public wants educated, honest, professional and
ethical advisers who care about them and their money. And that’s what CAs strive to be.”
Bronny Speed CA

The accounting profession is regarded by the public as highly skilled and trusted advisers. Both CA ANZ and
CPA Australia provide to their members a professional framework that underpins community trust, respect
and recognition of the accounting profession. Members understand they have obligations to the public,
clients and fellow members to maintain the status of the profession.
FASEA’s goal is to have financial planners uphold standards appropriate to that of a profession by the
introduction of compulsory degrees, post graduate qualifications, minimum CPD requirements, a mentored
year of experience as well as adherence to a Code of Ethics.
Accountants have already completed these components outlined by FASEA so, coupled with their
additional post graduate qualifications, with their qualifications, experience and professionalism, they are
ideally placed to lead FASEA’s charge in achieving its goal.
Challenging environment for accountants who are existing advisers
It is well documented that accountants who provide advice are already facing a range of challenges in
relation to providing advice, including but not limited to:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The cost of proposed new study requirements announced in FASEA’s education guidance
Actual costs incurred for further study & AFSL requirements for the accountants’ exemption regime
Regulatory obligations – ASIC related CPD in addition to accountancy related CPD
Administrative burden of compliance – being regulated by two areas of ‘advice’
Cost of meeting regulatory obligations
Additional costs of regulation to be imposed by the ASIC Industry funding scheme
Implementation of super reforms which were complex and time-consuming
Impending new Australian Financial Complaints Authority (AFCA)

FASEA’s proposed exam and ethics requirements have been added to this list.
Accountants who are existing advisers already abide by at least one Code of Ethics
In addition to the above, members of CA ANZ and CPA Australia are required to abide by the CA ANZ Code
of Ethics at a minimum. Many also abide by other Codes of Ethics such as the Tax Practitioners Board or
from other professional associations such as the Financial Planning Association or SMSF Association.
Further, there are many practitioners who have undertaken further study and the experience required to
obtain specialist recognition in financial planning and /or SMSFs via professional member associations.
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With additional study thrown into the mix, many accountants are now questioning whether it is worth their
while continuing to provide financial advice.
This outcome is at odds with FASEA’s intention of improving standards to better serve the public and create
a true financial advice profession as it risks driving those with the highest standards of both education and
professionalism from the industry.

The overwhelming feedback that AccountantsIQ has received during the consultation period is that
accountants who are existing advisers:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Are in favour of lifting standards but think FASEA should look at the total landscape and respect the
fact that segments exist
Consider what they have already done and should be exempt from additional study
Consider approximately 360 hours of study at post graduate level to be way too much for the levels
of study already attained
If they are compelled to do further study, it must be practical and relevant
Do not consider a 120 hour Ethics subject to be practical and relevant as they have already studied
ethics and abide by at least one code
Any further enforced study should be in preparedness for the mandatory exam

AccountantsIQ’s recommendation no. 3:
AccountantsIQ strongly recommends that FASEA exempt a CA and/or CPA who has completed ‘related’
degrees, approved ‘related’ post graduate qualifications and demonstrable financial advice experience
from any further study, other than the compulsory exam.
However, if FASEA does not exempt an accountant who is an existing adviser with a ‘related’ degree
and post graduate qualification and demonstrable financial advice experience from completing the
bridging course of one subject, then AccountantsIQ recommends that this subject be made relevant
and practical.
One way this could be achieved is for accountants who are existing advisers (or any other members of
professional member associations who currently operate under a strict Code of Ethics) and are currently
required to complete a new Code of Ethics subject, the subject be replaced with a composite subject
with proposed subject areas which could include:
•
•
•
•
•

Corporations Act (emphasis on Chapter 7 - Financial services and markets)
The FASEA Code of Ethics
Behavioural Finance: Client and consumer behaviour, engagement and decision making
Legal obligations
Regulatory requirements e.g. Privacy, Anti-Money Laundering
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5.6

AccountantsIQ’s poll shows strong belief in recognition of further study, experience,
ongoing CPD and Codes of Ethics

In order to test agreement with our view that FASEA should recognise the further study, experience,
ongoing CPD and Codes of Ethics required to become an accountant who provides financial advice,
AccountantsIQ established a poll on its website which was open for approximately 6 weeks prior to the
submission closing.
We invited our clients and industry contacts to participate in the poll and over 100 responses were
received. The poll was conducted through AccountantsIQ’s website, allowed for additional comments to be
made and asked the question:

Do you agree with AccountantsIQ that, as a minimum, FASEA should consider further study,
experience, ongoing CPD and Codes of Ethics as ‘post-graduate qualifications’?

AccountantsIQ poll results

Yes

No
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20%

40%

60%

80%

100%

AccountantsIQ’s sample poll feedback
"Failure to take into account relevant
further studies and experience will ensure a
great number of qualified and experienced
professionals with impeccable client advice
and service records will leave this industry
seeking better opportunities..."
“CA ANZ should lobby more
aggressively on our behalf to legislate
our role as central/integral/essential to
the whole financial planning industry as
we are our clients' trusted advisors.
Otherwise we face an existential threat
as a profession…"

“Unreasonable and unnecessary for those
who have invested many years in being up
to date to undertake these courses which
will be of no benefit to them or their
clients…”
It's not accountants who need the
additional education!! We are not
commission based…"
“We have the uni qualifications and post
graduate studies and we always put our
clients’ interests first…”
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5.7

Feedback on the proposed education pathway for certain existing advisers with no degree

The departure of highly experienced, qualified advisers (accountants or otherwise) who do not hold
degrees from the financial planning profession would not be in the best interests of the public, nor it would
it help FASEA achieve its goals of:
•
•
•
•

Increasing the trust and confidence of the (retail) consumer in the financial advice sector
Improving standards to better serve the public
Creating a true financial advice profession
Creating an underpinning body of knowledge to support the above.

There is a substantial risk that existing advisers who are in the later stages of their professional careers will
elect to leave the industry rather than undertake degree study. This is particularly true of those close to
retirement.
In turn, this will diminish the pool of industry knowledge and experienced people able to participate in the
new PY mentoring program and help create an underpinning body of knowledge to support the advice
profession.
Consider the following financial advisers who have completed tertiary study as well all modules of the
Certified Financial Planner designation – and have over 20 years’ experience:
EXAMPLE 1
Qualifications & accreditations
1985 - Business Diploma (UK)
1990 - ASC Securities course
1990 – First issued as an authorised representative
1999 - Diploma of Financial Planning - Deakin University
2000 - Certified Financial Planner Financial Planning Association of Australia
2003 - ASX listed securities accreditation
2004 - Advanced Diploma in Financial Services -Tribeca
2004 - Specialist SMSF Adviser (SSA) – SMSF Association (formerly SPAA)
Career history
1990 - Joined a licensed financial planning practice (as an employee)
1993 – Established own business under its own licence
1995 – Changed licensee to dealer group
2001 – Business merged with an insurance business – continued to be licensed under dealer group
2009 to present - Changed licensee (new dealer group)
Other relevant information:
• Licensed for 28 yrs.
• No client complaints or ASIC enforcement issues
• Practice employs 6 people has approximately 150 clients and revenue of over $1m
• Mentored 15 – 20 individuals ranging from new entrants to experienced advisers
“If there had been a degree course in FP back in the 90s, neither myself or my business partner would have
enrolled in the Diploma of Financial Planning with the FPA and Deakin University”.
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EXAMPLE 2
Qualifications & accreditations
2000 - Diploma of Financial Planning – Deakin university
2000 - Certified Financial Planner– Financial Planning Association of Australia
2001 - Diploma of Law - NSW Legal Practitioners Admission Board
2003 - Diploma of Financial Services (Insurance Broking) – Australian and New Zealand Institute of Insurance
and Finance (ANZIIF)
2005 - Specialist SMSF Adviser (SSA) – SMSF Association (formerly SPAA)
Senior Associate – ANZIIF
Qualified Practicing Insurance Broker (National Insurance Brokers Association)
Career history
1995 – Joined firm as director and proper authority holder
1997 – Established own financial planning business with same dealer group
2001 – Business merged with another financial planning business. Continued with same dealer group
2009 to present – Change AFSL and continued as an Authorised Representative of that AFSL since
Other relevant information:
• Licensed for 22 yrs
• No client complaints or ASIC enforcement issues
• Practice employs 6 people has approximately 150 clients and revenue of over $1m
• Mentored 12- 15 individuals ranging from new entrants to experienced advisers
AccountantsIQ is also aware of a number of accountants who became CAs prior to 1972.
These people have been practising for over 40 years, are deeply experienced and maintain ongoing CPD as
prescribed by CA ANZ and ASIC. However, they do not necessarily hold a degree.

Will the public interest be best served if these educated, highly experienced, professional
accountants and financial advisers elect to leave the industry rather than undertake further study?

AccountantsIQ’s recommendation no. 4:
AccountantsIQ recommends that both certain categories of advisers without degrees should be
exempt from further study and should only have to complete the proposed exam.
FASEA should not cause high quality financial planners to leave the industry due to these new proposed
education standards who have:
•
•
•

tertiary qualifications
completed all modules of the Certified Financial Planner (CFP) qualification
extensive experience backed by detailed ASIC prescribed CPD records

Similarly, Chartered Accountants who obtained membership to CA ANZ prior to 1972 should also be
retained in the industry.
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5.8

Feedback on the proposed qualification requirements for other categories of advisers

Existing adviser with ‘approved’ degree
The existing Financial Planning Education Council (FPEC) list of approved degrees is currently limited, in that
it favours Financial Planning majors. This is appropriate for many advisers, but not all.
Further, there are many courses that would qualify as ‘approved’ degrees, but the education provider who
currently offers that course has not yet had it placed on the FPEC list. AccountantsIQ understands it is the
responsibility of the education provider to do this, yet we also suggest this is not necessarily known by the
relevant departments within education providers.
AccountantsIQ is seeing accounting practices currently supporting staff in their businesses, both financially
and practically, who are currently undertaking studies in order to be able to provide financial advice.
However, many courses of existing ‘students’ are not currently on the FPEC list.
It is vital that these qualifications get onto the FPEC list and actually meet the new FASEA standards for
both ‘approved’ degrees.

It would be a disappointing outcome for those currently studying (and the businesses they work in) to find
that the investment of time, money and resources in upskilling to participate in financial advice had been
wasted.

New entrants – not all wish to be traditional financial planners
AccountantsIQ understands that 4 knowledge areas will be required for a Graduate Certificate course, 8 for
a Post Graduate Diploma course and a further 4 for Masters’ attainment.
The range of knowledge areas appears to be based on an FPEC list which has a strong financial planning
flavour, but the areas of operation of financial advisers pursuant to an AFSL are far wider than just the
financial planning industry. The current suggested knowledge areas for new entrants do not seem to
consider those entrants who do not want to do down the financial planning path, yet still require an AFSL.
Examples of these advisers include those who specialise in:
•
•
•
•
•

SMSFs - post 30 June 2016
preparing Information Memoranda for investment offerings
preparing Independent Expert’s Reports for takeover matters (both on the ASX and for other
purposes)
mergers and acquisitions
providing Independent Accountants Reports (IARs)

More and more courses are open to students today than were on offer 10, 20 and 30 years ago, and the
trend across many professions is to complete a diversified basic qualification and then specialise.
This is no different for accountants, so once an accountant has satisfied entrance requirements to either CA
ANZ or CPA Australia’s programs, and has then completed that level of post grad qualification, many go on
further to specialise in a field that requires an AFSL – Limited or Full.
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All of these specialist areas require subjects to recognise their knowledge areas and required competencies
yet, have little need for specialist knowledge about financial planning. Accordingly, FASEA must accept the
different pathways these advisers already have used, and are utilising for existing staff, to obtain the
necessary training to specialise in their chosen fields.
Furthermore, the knowledge and competencies recognised by FASEA must recognise the diversity of
practice of those not operating in the traditional financial planning industry.

AccountantsIQ’s recommendation no. 5 :
AccountantsIQ recommends that FASEA expand the list of approved degrees by both the number of
institutions offering approved qualifications as well as the number of approved major areas of
specialisation.
FASEA must recognise that not all financial advisers provide traditional personal financial advice and,
as such, must be catered for separately with an appropriate education pathway and recognition of
their different knowledge and competencies

5.9

The proposed exam

AccountantsIQ believes any further compulsory study requirements, including the proposed exam,
should be relevant to a practitioners’ area of expertise requiring an AFSL.
It is also important that the knowledge areas and associated competencies to be included in the
FASEA exam recognise the diversity of members and their specialist practice areas.

Consequently, AccountantsIQ is pleased to hear ‘on the grapevine’ that FASEA intends to make the exam
industry and AFSL focussed. We support that concept by suggesting the following subject areas should be
considered:
•
•
•
•
•

Corporations Act (emphasis on Chapter 7 - Financial services and markets)
The FASEA Code of Ethics
Behavioural Finance: Client and consumer behaviour, engagement and decision making
Legal obligations
Regulatory requirements e.g. Privacy, Anti-Money Laundering

The knowledge areas and competencies will also need to recognise and allow for financial advisers who
operate in specialist areas such as:
•
•
•
•

preparing independent expert’s reports for takeover matters
providing merger and acquisition advice
providing independent accountant’s reports
preparing Investment Memoranda (IMs) for specific investment opportunities

All of these specialist areas will require recognition of their knowledge areas and competencies but will
have little need for knowledge in traditional financial planning areas.
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6

Feedback on the public outcome

6.1

Accountants are true professionals and should be recognised as such

The Professional Standards Councils protect consumers of professional services
The Professional Standards Councils and its agency, Professional Standards Authority, work to improve
professional standards and protect consumers of professional services across Australia.
The Professional Standards Authority (PSA) is the national regulatory agency with a core purpose to protect
Australian consumers by improving professional standards. It is an agency made up of expert legal,
regulatory and professional standards personnel with experience across professions, government and the
commercial sector.
What is a profession?
As shown in Appendix 1, the Professional Standards Councils website defines a profession as
“a disciplined group of individuals who adhere to ethical standards”.
Further it goes on to add that
“…Professionals are governed by codes of ethics, and profess commitment to competence, integrity and
morality, altruism, and the promotion of the public good within their expert domain”.
and
“Professionals are accountable to those served and to society”.

By their very nature and through membership of professional associations such as CA ANZ and CPA
Australia, accountants are regarded and respected by the Australian public as professionals in the same
way as lawyers, engineers and surgeons are.

Indeed, CA ANZ features heavily on - The associations’ view section of the the Professional Standards
Councils website.
Trusted by the public, professional and ethical
As this submission has demonstrated, accountants are highly educated, ethical and the essence of the very
definition of professional.
Since its Royal Charter formally recognising accounting as a respected profession, first granted in 1928,
Chartered Accountants have been trusted by the public.
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Don’t let professionals leave the industry at a time when professionalism is needed most
As with all professions, it is a combination of education and practical experience that fosters the
development of true professionals.
Accountants who provide financial advice already operate under a heavy regulatory burden, and this is now
stands to being compounded by the ASIC Industry Funding Scheme.
The cost of further education, plus the sunk costs of time away from businesses, will mean that many will
simply make the economic decision and elect not to continue. The alternative to keep these accountants in
advice is that inevitably, these costs will need to be passed on to consumers, and this is hardly at the heart
of FASEA’s objectives.
Worrying signs from industry surveys
Consider the results of this poll conducted by Accountants Daily which asked the question:
Will you exit financial advice in light of the new mandatory education requirements?

Similarly, consider Deakin University’s survey of 1,500 financial planners which was quoted in the June 2018
edition of CA ANZ’s Acuity magazine.
Acuity reported that Deakin surveyed planners from all industry bodies including those who are nonaligned and found that advisers aged over 55 are unlikely to stay in the industry as a result of the upcoming
educational requirements.
“Out of Australia’s 24,000 advisors, between 5,000 and 8,000 are likely to leave.”
Adrian Raftery, Deakin University Course Director – Financial Planning, Acuity Magazine – June 2018

AccountantsIQ is very concerned that this number might well be close to the mark.
Worse still, it will encompass a vast number of advisers for whom these very reforms are not meant, and
we will end up losing high quality CAs and CPAs from the industry – much to the disadvantage of the public,
and directly in conflict with FASEA’s mission.
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The OVERWHELMING feedback that AccountantsIQ has gathered is that
accountants, and indeed other highly experienced financial advisers, will leave
the financial advice industry rather than complete additional study – unless an
appropriate pathway is developed.
We urge FASEA to treat accountants as the true professionals they are and help
them to remain in the financial advice industry in the interests of increasing the
trust and confidence of the consumer, improving standards to better serve the
public, and the creation of a true financial advice profession.
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Appendix 1: Professional Standards Councils website – What is a profession?
Visit page
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Appendix 2: Professional Standards Councils website – The associations’ view
featuring Chartered Accountants ANZ, Engineers Australia and the Law Institute of
Victoria
Visit page
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